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The Districe Collector,
Collector Offic€r
Jilla Seva Sadan,
Arualli

The Superintendent of Police,
Office of the Superintendent of Police,
Arualli,

Sub: Six Laning of Shamlaji-MotaChiloda from km 401.200 to km 494.4t0 (Length 93.210
km) section of NH-48 (NH-08) in the State of Gujarat under NHDP Phase-V
(Package-Vl) on Hybrid Annuity Mode-

Reg.
1. Removal of RTO Check Post located within the area of Vantada toll plaza

operated by RTO Arualli,
2. Advise police authority to check the vehicles away from the toll plaza area of

Vantada Toll plaza

Dear Sir,

With reference of above subject matter , it is
of Ahmedabad Himatnagar Shamlaji road is
Himatnagar- Shamlaji under Package VI of NHDP -V

2. It is a toll road of NHAI since long time. On this Road, one toll plaza is located at village
Vantada in Arvalli District on NH 48 where as the other one is at Kathpur in Sabarkantha
District.

3. It has been noticed since long time that the RTO Staff of Arawalli along with its vehicle
and the barricades are continuously standing just In front of toll gates towards Himmatnagar
side resulted in to the obstruction of free traffic flow many a times during night hours.

4. Police personals are one step ahead starting their duty around 9.30 PM to 4.00 Am
regularly by standing in a group just little away from toll gate and practically stopping almost all
commercial vehicles.

5. NHAI is not against the duty peformance of any State government official on NH but
Such kind of permanent presence 24x7 in front of toll gates including their permanent tent is
not desirable , highly objectionable and also obstruction to free flow of traffic on toll road. Such
kind of vigorous checking also discouraging the commercial traffic to travel on this route which
leads to financial loss to central government.

Cont...2

to state that at present the six laning work
under progress between Mota Chiloda,
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6. Ministry of Roads and transport & Highways are working hard to resolve the queue issue
at toll plzas that includes the compulsory use of fast tags on all vehicles. But such kinds of
checking activities in front of toll gates are killing the motive of fast tags and not desirable.

7. All Toll Plazas are inspected by HQ on regular basis and HQ is asking for delay in passing

time on Toll Plazas.

8. In view of above, you are requested to issue necessary direction to Concern
RTO and police of Arawalli District to take their checking activities 500m away from
the toll plaza areas to avoid the financial losses to central government due to
diversion of commercial traffic on other route.

Thanking you,

(D.S.Zodge)
DGM ( Tech.) & Project Director

PIU -Ahmedabad

Copy to:
1. CGM (Tech), & R O Gandhinagar for... kind information please.
2. D.G.& I G of police , Police Bhavan, Sector 18 Gandhinagar for kind.tlnformation and suitable

necessary action.
3. Commissioner of Transport, Block 6, second floor, Dr.Jivraj Mehta Bhavan, Gandhinagar for

kind information and suitable necessary action.
4. GM (CO) NHAI HQ for... kind information please
5. The Anil Kumar Shukla anilasshukla@gmail.com You qre requested to do needful for fixing

of PTZ camera on mast on each side of toll plaza at the earliest in consultation-with
Independent Engineer.


